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Introduction

Once a social taboo, racial equality has been the center of numerous protests and movements in

the past decade—the Anti-Racist Movement in Europe, Black Lives Matter (BLM) in North America, and

Fight-Dem-Back protests in Australia. However, even amid calls for equality around the world, racial

discrimination persists in the professional sports field. Anti-racism group Kick It Out reports a 42%

increase in racial discrimination in football since 2019, and broadcaster BBC finds that one in five

athletes have witnessed or experienced racism in their sport.

Oftentimes, racial discrimination in professional sports is made explicit. Racial slurs and verbal

abuse may be used by coaches, fans, or other athletes to demean or humiliate athletes of a different,

often minority, race. The media oftentimes puts international tournaments and athletic corporations on

the spot for tolerating coaches as they allegedly 'abusively treat' athletes who belong to ethnic minorities.

Racialized inequalities, additionally, also significantly influence these minority races and their access to

participation on the sports field, especially in leadership positions To put perspective: 75% of NBA

Basketball players are African American (Washington Post), more than 70% of all competitive swimmers

are white, and 64% of all Olympic Table Tennis athletes are of Chinese-descent (Majumder, IOSR

Journal of Sports).

However, racial discrimination can be made implicit with societal expectations and practices.

Whether this be agencies cutting down salaries and financial aid for athletes of a certain race, fans

preferring a dominating or specific race when viewing professional sports, or media minimizing coverage

or representation of a certain race on their outlets—these implicit yet powerful practices have worsened

racial discrimination on the professional sports field.

Whether it be baseball, swimming, karate, football, or basketball—sports intend to forge an

inclusive society bringing together all athletes and fans, regardless of their nationality or ethnicity.

However, when racial discrimination works its way into professional sports, the careers of thousands are

at stake and the inclusivity of sports is put into question. As racism continues to work its way into societal
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expectations and practices, we must ask ourselves: how does one effectively address racial

discrimination in professional sports?

Definition of Key Terms

Affirmative Action

Affirmative action refers to policies and practices that aim to include the representation of

underrepresented races, genders, sexualities, or ethnicities. The nature of affirmative action policies

focuses not on specific quotas but rather on “good-faith objectives” for organizations or governments to

fulfill. When tackling racial discrimination in sports, the Rooney Rule is a representative example.

Professional Sports

Unlike amateur sports, professional sports are competitive sports where athletes get paid for their

performance. Examples of professional sports include leagues such as NFL and NBA, and national

teams for international competitions, such as those for the Olympics. Within the scope of this issue,

college and university-level athletics will be considered non-professional.

Racial Discrimination

Racial discrimination refers to the unjust treatment of people on the grounds of their race and

ethnicity. In professional sports, racial discrimination can be explicit or implicit. The former is made clear

through participation, use of language, and media coverage; the latter is made indirect with salary,

leadership, and fan preference.

Reverse Discrimination

Reverse discrimination denotes a practice favoring a historically disadvantaged group or race—in

turn discriminating against a historically advantaged group. When discussing racial discrimination in

professional sports, an example would be discriminating against white athletes in sports where minorities

make up the majority, such as Asian-dominated Table Tennis or African American-dominated football.

History

Black or African-American Athletes

Stereotypes against black athletes have been deeply rooted in history a complex history that

portrays black people as subhuman and superhuman. With the latter, black athletes are subject to the

'natural talent' myth—or the idea that innate physical abilities built into their DNA prompt them for

success—and the stereotypes of strength and pain-endurance hold them to exceptionally high
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expectations of excellence. Today, these stereotypes have translated into the black majority a basketball,

football, and track and field. Black athletes make up 75% of all National Basketball Association (NBA)

players, nearly three-quarters of all National Football League (NFL) athletes, a significant majority in

Olympic track and field.

However, in the portrayal of black people as subhuman and superhuman, the former propelled

many discriminatory policies and practices since the late nineteenth century. From 1884 to 1946, the

Baseball Color Line was an unwritten rule that barred African Americans from participation on the field.

The National Association of Baseball Players echoed this discrimination in the late 1890s by imposing a

similar, unofficial color ban. On an international stage, the 1936 Summer Olympics saw the exclusion of

colored people on the field after the use of terms such as “black auxiliaries” by the Nazi Press.

White Athletes

White athletes have historically dominated several individual sports. According to the

International Journal of Sport Studies, the white majority makes up 83% of all professional golfers, more

than 70% of all competitive swimmers, and nearly half of all professional tennis players. Historically, the

high costs of equipment and facilities of these sports have coupled them with the "rich white man's

game" stereotype—especially in the late 1800s when economic, racial, cultural, and ethnic lines were

pronounced in leisure activities such as sports.

In addition, the “rich white man’s game” stereotype has also manifested among the men wearing

suits as whites maintain the upper hand in sports leadership. Especially pronounced in North American

major sports leagues, most coaches, directors, managers, and commissioners were white. 78% of Major

League Baseball (MLB) managers are white; 30 of 32 NFL teams are led by white head coaches; all of

the head coaches on the National Hockey League (NHL) are white—subjecting many of North America’s

most popular sports leagues to a shortage of minority representation in management.

Figure: Racial Disparity in Major Sports Leagues

However, reverse discrimination has also put white athletes at the opposite end of the spectrum.

In NBA, for instance, star NFL quarterback Doug Williams observed that white athletes are pressured to

"put up good numbers as a rookie so that people don’t question whether they can succeed in a sport
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where most of the great players have been African-American." They have also been excluded by

majorities in other sports, such as table tennis—a Chinese or Asian-dominated sport.

Asian and Hispanic Athletes

In sports on the professional level, the Asian population is vastly underrepresented. Culturally,

Asians are subject to the "model minority" myth, or the pervasive perception of universal

success—young athletes of Asian roots are often discouraged from pursuing an athletic career. The

weakly and studious stereotype also undermines Asians and their potential strength and competence in

contact sports, such as boxing and football. However, Asians find their unique success in many

individual sports. According to the International Olympic Committee (IOC), 64% of all players on the

Olympic Table Tennis table are of Asian-descent, and East Asians such as the Chinese earn notable

successes on the gymnastics floor. Recently, Asian players have dominated top-level, international

badminton tournaments, with notable Olympic victories claimed by China, Indonesia, South Korea, and

India.

In certain sports, Hispanic athletes also echo this lack of representation of Asians. In football and

basketball, Hispanic players make up less than 1% and 2% of NFL and NBA rosters, respectively. This

lack of Hispanic participation, ironically, is unmatched by the growing Hispanic sports fan base and rising

interest in athletics. However, the Hispanic community stands their grounds in contact

sports—dominating in boxing, baseball, and martial arts (such as the Ultimate Fighting Championships

(UFC)). Notably, Hispanics are the largest minority in MLB, coming runner-up to white people by making

up 32% of the league’s roster.

Figure: Participation Rates in Popular Sports by Ethnicity

Key Issues

Explicit Racial Discrimination
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Oftentimes, racial discrimination in professional sports is made explicit—clear and direct, leaving

no room for ambiguity. Listed below are three forms of explicit racial discrimination in professional sports:

Verbal Discrimination

Verbal discrimination, the most explicit of the three, refers to outright slurs, attacks,

comments, or phrases that state racial stereotypes or negatives. In many sports, fans, coaches,

and even team members are guilty of verbally abusing athletes of a certain race with

inappropriate use of language.

Jeremy Lin’s experience on the court points to fans and their racially-insensitive choice of

words. As an Asian NBA player, Lin reveals that he has entered court hearing fans calling him

“coronavirus” and attacking him for the size of his eyes. On the flip side of the coin, several NFL

coaches have been accused and admitted to using racial slurs during games or practices, such

as former coach Mike Babcock for using the n-word. In cricket, racial slurs are shared by team

members too. Darren Sammy, a former player in the Indian Premier League (IPL), states that his

teammates used to call him "kaalu": a Hindi slang for black with rather grave racial connotations.

While the above point to specific examples and occurrences, the wide prevalence of verbal

discrimination suggests an alarming experience of minorities in sports—which not only worsen

their reluctance to participate but also normalize the idea of verbally abusing races with

racially-insensitive, inappropriate uses of language.

Participation Discrimination

Participation discrimination refers to the lack of involvement, and therefore,

representation, of a certain race. In professional sports, athletes often are discouraged from

participation for three reasons: fan preference, corporation quota, and a feeling of not belonging.

If athletes are told that fans tend not to prefer a specific race, the seemingly unpromising market

future of their careers may discourage participation. When enlisting or recruiting potential

athletes, certain athletic corporations also may have specific quotas for specific races on their

rosters—limiting the number of available slots to athletes of a specific race. Lastly, media

coverage may portray the impression of a certain sport being dominated by a majority race,

influencing athletes to withdraw from involvement thinking that the sport is unfit for people of their

race, ethnicity, or skin color.
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Figure: Race of Players in Major Professional Sports Leagues

Participation discrimination is especially pronounced in many majority-dominated sports.

In the white-dominated soccer, the French Football Federation allegedly proposed a quota to limit

the proportion of black or North-African players to no more than 30% in 2011 in proportion to

overall players. In black-dominated contact sports such as football, races such as Asians are

discriminated against in recruitment and looked down upon by fans for being incapable and

weak. As a result, participation discrimination aggravates majority dominance in certain sports.

Media Coverage Discrimination

Media coverage bears immense power to shape norms, stereotypes, and practices of

sports. By dictating how sports are presented to the audience, they determine how athletes

connect with their fans and how the public perceives different sports. Media coverage

discrimination takes two forms—what is heard and what is seen. To the ear, spoken commentary

(such as by radio stations or sports commentators) may insinuate certain stereotypes or

assumptions about athletes, or include less commentary on certain athletes while focusing on

others. To the eye, production practices of media (such as on television or newspapers) may

allocate less overall coverage or a poorer quality of technical production.

For instance, a report by the California Polytechnic State University finds media

imbalance in the commentary for the 2018 Winter Olympic Games. According to Barattolo, sports

commentators describe black athletes in terms of their physique or strength. Although these

descriptors seem to compliment the power of these athletes, Barattolo finds that they work to

reinforce racial biases for black athletes to be more physical and less intellectual. As a result,

even if athletes achieve equality in terms of ability on the sports field, media coverage

discrimination subjects them to unequal treatment by the media.

Implicit Discrimination
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Besides participation, media coverage, and verbal discrimination, discrimination can be made

implicit with societal expectations and practices. Listed below are three forms of implicit discrimination:

Leadership Discrimination

An extension of participation discrimination, leadership discrimination is observed when

positions of leadership are, almost exclusively, reserved for members of a specific race—or do

not reflect the racial composition of a team or event. Leadership positions are of particular

importance to athletes as they provide opportunities for career growth and increased salary.

A prominent example of leadership discrimination is the so-called ‘NFL Coaching Diversity

Problem.’ As per the Rooney Rule that governments the league, NFL teams are required to

interview at least one colored coach every season. However, to bypass this rule, professor

Jeremi Duru suggests on a radio broadcast of NPR that teams would engage in interviews that

“weren't meaningful or thoughtful interviews that were equivalent those that white candidates

would get.” As a result, this season, only two of 26 head coaches, are people of color. Even when

70% of the league is comprised of black athletes, African Americans and other people of color do

not have equal opportunities to head into positions of leadership.

Figure: NBA, MLB, NFL, and the Racial Compositions of their Players, Head
Coaches, Majority Owners, and League Office Staff

Salary Discrimination

Salary discrimination refers to paying athletes unequal wages for the same level of

performance and effort. Even while many athletes have fought for equity in salary and prize

money, the majority-minority pay gap continues to widen as minorities across many professional

sports continue to be paid less than their majority counterparts. When discussing salary
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discrimination, factors of experience, position, and performance of one athlete are assumed to be

equal. Instead, common motives for disparate wages stem from the idea that athletes of the

minority race generate less money due to less media coverage, a weaker fan base, or because

the athletes are simply of less interest to athletic corporations.

The Atlantic Economic Journal suggests a racial salary gap across many North American

major sports leagues. In the NBA, white players have earned 20% more than non-white players

over the last decade. In the NHL, French-Canadian players are not paid equal to their

English-Canadian counterparts when playing for teams based in English Canada. In the NFL,

reverse discrimination exists where white players are paid 10% less than African-American

players on the same teams. Consequently, this wage discrimination undermines a system of

meritocracy and worsens notions of inequality and unfairness implicitly.

Fan Discrimination

Among the most implicit and ambiguous of the three, fan discrimination is characterized

by a powerful fan base making certain preferences that may negatively affect an athlete’s career.

More than media, fans are powerful determinants in professional sports—they influence media

coverage, affect a player’s opportunities, and shape acceptable norms and practices. While there

are no statistics or figures to point to, popularity with fans plays into an athlete’s salary, as it is

accepted practice for corporations to consider one’s popularity through the lens of revenue

potential. Fans also tend to prefer athletes of their same race, as exemplified by the spurring

Asian fan base during the years the NBA featured an Asian player. Fan discrimination also spills

over to media coverage, as covering popular athletes maximizes revenue for the media and

press.

Figure: The Average Demographic Makeup of NBA, NFL, MLB, and NHL Fans

Major Parties Involved and Their Views
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Canada

In a country of avid hockey lovers, NHL is among the most popular North American sports

leagues in Canada. However, with the racial lines that divide the country, wage discrimination and media

coverage discrimination characterize minorities and their experience in the NHL. In teams based in

English Canada, minority French-Canadian players are not paid equal to their majority English-Canadian

counterparts for the same experience, position, performance, and draft status. Black players, another

minority in the overwhelmingly white league, have also faced media coverage discrimination. Statistical

site FiveThirtyEight finds that media outlets frequently feature white hockey players as headlines or

banners for their news, seldom their black counterparts—possibly due to revenue concerns to appeal to

a stronger white fan base or popularity.

Italy

Italy’s popular football landscape is plagued by grave racism—specifically against black players,

coming from immigrating African populations residing in Italy. With the roots of racism against migrant

communities planted in history, verbal discrimination has become commonplace. Black-Italian striker

Mario Balotelli, for instance, was targeted with the chant ““non ci sono negri Italiani” (“there are no Italian

blacks”) by fans on the opposing team in a 2009 football tournament. Stephen Shaarawy, Kevin

Prince-Boateng, Samuel Eto’o, and other players of color have also been victims of standard, racist

“monkey” chants. Although stadiums, players, and the Italian Football League have shown increasing

solidarity for these migrant and colored players, racism in and out of stadiums takes hold in the

ethno-racial Italian culture.

South Africa

Since 1999, South Africa has taken a unique stride against participation discrimination in sports:

introducing quotas for black African players in the South African National Cricket Team. This quota

entailed including at least a set number of black players on the team every season. Some praise the

quota for giving black cricketers a promise for opportunity and increase black representation in the

cricket field; others, however, criticize the quota system for widening the participation gap between white

and black cricketers. In an interview conducted by The Conversation, several black players revealed that

people judge “quota” players not by their performance or ability, but by their skin color. Makhaya Ntini,

specifically, shared his experience with fan discrimination, saying that fans would much rather pay and

praise a white “merit-chosen” cricketer than a black player who was “picked because of their color.

United States
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In this melting pot of cultures, many of United States’ most popular North American sports

leagues oversee participation discrimination. Over a half of NBA and NFL are black-dominated, and the

MLB and MLS are white-dominated. Although racism within the MLB against black athletes is frequently

the focal point of American sports racism, what is often overlooked is the reverse discrimination against

the salary and participation of white athletes in the NFL and NBA—reversing the majority-minority pattern

contrary to the racial composition of the country. Additionally, this homogeneous racial composition

aggravates majority dominance in sports, which also translates to further verbal discrimination. With the

Black Lives Matter and the Stip Asian Hate movements, a number of American-based star

athletes—such as NBA players Jeremy Lin and Lebron James in, MLB pitcher Jon Duplantier in, and

NFL athlete Martellus Bennet—have also spoken out against their experiences with racial slurs and

culturally-insensitive language.

Figure: Racial Composition of MLB, NFL, and NBA Compared to National Demographics

Timeline of Relevant Resolutions, Treaties, and Events

Date Description of Event

April 1884

Also known as the Color Barrier, the Baseball Color Line was an unwritten rule
that barred African Americans from participation in the fields of MLB and affiliated
Minor Leagues. This policy of racial segregation continued for more than a
decade before being declared illegal in 1946.

June 1946 Soon after the dismissal of the Color Line, Kenny Washington was the first African
American player to sign a contract and join the NFL after World War II.

October 1950
Earl Lloyd was one of the three first African Americans to be recruited by the NBA
after decades of white-only participation but was the first one to play a game on
NBA court.

October 1968
During the medal ceremony of the 1968 Summer Olympics at Mexico City, track
and field medalists Tommie Smith and John Carlos raised their black-gloved fists
on the podium as a symbol of Black power and their human rights movement.

September 1998 Dirk Graham was the first black head coach in the history of the NHL, leading the
Chicago Blackhawks to a successful 1998-99 season.
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May 2003

The Rooney Rule, an official policy requiring every team to interview at least one
candidate of color when faced with a head coach vacancy, was adopted by the
NFL. This rule was later expanded to include ethnic minorities in general
management and front office positions.

April 2011
The French Football Federation allegedly proposed a quota to limit the proportion
of black or North-African players to no more than 30%. This secret quota,
supposedly agreed under the table, was later suspended and dismissed.

April 2014

Barcelona’s Brazilian footballer Dani Alves was racially abused on the field when
a fan threw a banana at him in the middle of a football game. As a response,
Alves picked up the banana and took a bite before setting up a pivotal goal for
Barcelona’s come-from-behind victory.

September 2016

NFL quarterbacks Colin Kaepernick and Eric Reid kneel during the national
anthem before a game as a silent protest against the racial injustice in and out of
the sports industry. Kaepernick and Reid knelt to “not show pride in a flag for a
country that oppresses Black people and people of color.”

November 2019

Former NFL coach Mike Babcock was accused of and admitted to using
racially-insensitive slurs, such as the n-word, against African American players on
his team repeatedly. This scandal ended Babcock’s career and shed light on other
malpractices of racism in the NFL.

Relevant UN Treaties and Events

● UN General Assembly Declaration on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination, 20

November 1963 (A/RES/18/1904)

● UN Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) Declaration on Race and Racial

Prejudice, 24 October to 27 November 1978

● UN International Convention against Apartheid in Sports, 3 April 1988 (A/RES/40/64)

● UN Human Rights Council Resolution on the Intersection of Race and Gender Discrimination in

Sport, 15 June to 3 July 2020 (A/RES/44/26)

Evaluation of Previous Attempts to Resolve the Issue

Rooney Rule

The Rooney Rule is an NFL official policy requiring every team to interview at least one candidate

of color when faced with a head coach, general management, or front office vacancy. In response to US

civil rights attorneys Johnnie Cochran’s study showing that black head coaches were less likely to be

hired, despite bringing teams more victories—a couple of NFL players assembled an affinity group to

push Dan Rooney, chairman of the league’s diversity committee at the time, to adopt this rule.
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To combat leadership discrimination and extend high-level coaching opportunities to minority

coaches, the Rooney Rule is not without its share of impact. Under the rule, NFL added fourteen

non-white head coaches and have brought attention to many competent players:

Figure: Number of Minority Head Coaches in the NFL Per Season

However, with the fluctuation of minority coach-hiring and the sharp decrease in 2017, the

Rooney Rule is being criticized across the football industry for its two main shortcomings. Firstly, critics

argue that minority coaches are more likely to land on the ‘hot seat’ and therefore are more likely to be

fired—with an example pointed to by The Undefeated being Anthony Lynn’s firing for a “lack of results”

even with comparatively better performance over former coach Vic Fangio. Secondly, the rule does not

impose hiring quotas or preferences, but merely interviewing quotas. Professor Jeremi Duru suggests on

a radio broadcast of NPR that teams would engage in interviews that “weren't meaningful or thoughtful

interviews that were equivalent those that white candidates would get,” resulting in interviews where

league teams do not seriously consider minority coaches.

Movements, Initiatives, Programmes

Several movements, initiatives, and programs have been targeted at relieving the different forms

of racial discrimination in professional sports. Listed below are a few of the most prominent examples of

such efforts that worked to improve racial discrimination or raise awareness within their sector:

Verbal

Discrimination

#TellYourStory Campaign: a movement launched by Sports Councils in

England, Scotland, Wales, Northern Ireland, and the UK, to encourage Black,

Asian, and other minority communities to share their experience of being

excluded or discriminated against in sports.

Participation

Discrimination

Kick It Out: involved in major sporting events, such as Federation Internationale

de Football Association (FIFA) tournaments, to provide football lovers with an

outlet to report incidents of racial abuse and raise awareness on social media
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to prevent deterrents that would potentially discourage participation.

Media Coverage

Discrimination

Media Against Racism in Sports (MARS): joint European Union (EU) and

Council of Europe program to identify questionable media that perpetuate

discrimination or spark hostility against athletes of certain races.

Leadership

Discriminaiton

Coaches Equality Initiative: adopted by NBA to help coaches of all backgrounds

attain chances to improve their skills through summits and training, as well as

promote equal opportunity through a database where prospective coaches can

input their information for review by corporations.

Fan Discrimination Ross Initiative in Sports for Equality (RISE): a US-based nonprofit initiative

empowering athletes to be catalysts for change and educating fans to attend

sporting events with empathy and cultural sensitivity.

Possible Solutions

Promote Racial Equity

To target acts of racial discrimination in professional sports from its roots, appropriate

anti-discrimination legislation must be devised and enacted to ensure availability of sports to people of all

color. However, these go beyond the declarations against racism that many countries have already

adopted. These legislations could include enlisting measures to prevent sports contact or financial

support with countries practicing racial discrimination, appointing commissions or oversight on ethical

conduct within sports leagues and national teams, as well as lay out potential repercussions for

inappropriate conduct on sports grounds (such as penalizing people who engage in these conducts or

banning them from future sporting events). For reference, the “UN International Convention against

Apartheid in Sports” and “UN Human Rights Council Resolution on the Intersection of Race and Gender

Discrimination in Sport” are documents to consider.

The roots of participation discrimination, too, are planted in the lack of racial equality. Many sports

are not made readily available in certain countries—such as contact sports in Asia—and, therefore, a

lack of Asian representation is seen across numerous contact sports leagues such as the NHLNHL and

NFL. As such, to proactively tackle this participation discrepancy, countries can choose to take steps to

ensure equal opportunities for people, especially the youth, of backgrounds to access sports. Youth

sports equity can be achieved by promoting access to sports to families, recruiting coaches who reflect

the community’s demographics, providing training programs for volunteers, and integrating athletic

education in local education.
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Consolidate Solidarity

In the shadow of the majority, minority athletes may feel powerless from experiencing racial

discrimination. Appropriate outlets to amplify unheard stories of discrimination may alleviate mental

health implications of racial discrimination. Akin to the #TellYourStory Campaign and Kick It Out in

Europe, these outlets could focus on publishing stories of discimrination, inequality, and exclusion in the

sports industry on their websites. Public awareness can also be directed at the media to encourage

them—susceptible to being perpetrators themselves—use the power of their media and audience to

share experiences of discrimination and consolidate solidarity for the oppressed.

Improve Response Framework

With an uncoordinated response framework and lack of accountability, people often turn a blind

eye to crimes of racial discrimination on sporting grounds. Therefore, an appropriate response

framework would greatly hold the perpetrators of racism responsible and speak to the anti-racism values

of the sports industry. With explicit discrimination, this response framework would be characterized by

accountability terms and punishment measures. With implicit discrimination, with a much more

ambiguous responsibility component, Supporters Charters (nonbinding brief between fans and clubs with

mutual obligations) with anti-racism clauses may be the way to go about.

Occasionally, verbal discrimination incites violence as fans, bystanders, or even the athletes

themselves lose control of their temper. For the safety of all parties in and outside sports grounds, local

police forces can play an important role. Local authorities, athletic corporations, and stadium owners can

extend resources and personnel for adequate training to local police forces. This training would closely

resemble the anti-racism training many general police forces are already incorporating into their

training—knowledge on equality and diversity legislation, recognition and appropriate response to hate

crimes, as well as a great deal of cultural awareness and racial sensitivity to deter violence.
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Appendix or Appendices

I. Tackling Racism and Discrimination in Sport: Guide of Promising Practices, Initiatives and
Activities: https://fra.europa.eu/sites/default/files/guide-tackling-racism-in-sport_en.pdf

II. Racism in sport: An old adversary that never goes away: https://www.sportanddev.org/en/
article/news/racism-sport-old-adversary-never-goes-away
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III. Combating Racism and Racial Discrimination in the Field of Sport: https://rm.coe.int/ecri-
general-policy-recommendation-no-12-key-topics-combating-racism-a/16808d28f3
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